
Business Leadership: Name: _____________________________ 

Business Presentation Essential assessment:              Overall mark out of 100 = 

Technical: [All requirements written as Level 4] 4 3 2 1 

Completely free of spelling errors.      
Capitalization and use of periods consistently applied.     
Absence of ‘one space’ after bullet points.  This is a common error.  Does it line up?      
Font size large enough to read from the back of the room. Guideline: no font smaller than size 36?     
Clicks of the mouse or laser clicker matched the script.  Clicker (if used) aimed at computer not screen.     
Good colour contrast.  Examples: Black/white good.  Red/blue bad.     
Adhered to the 3-7 points per slide, 5-8 words per point guideline.   
Yes, this is a guideline.  No paragraphs! 

    

Three blank slides at the end of the presentation. The audience should never see the PowerPoint screen.     
Zero orphan words where one word of a point bumps onto a new 
line.                                                                         (The previous sentence WAS an example of this error). 

    

Presentation included appropriate graphics and pictures to enhance understanding and add engagement.       
All images borrowed from the internet included URL credit.     

Preparation: 4 3 2 1 

Began in a timely fashion. Meaningful agenda.     

Key measure: met the 5-7 minute length goal +- 30 seconds.  Actual time:    min        sec 
    

Voice: 4 3 2 1 

Opening sentence outstanding.  The first sound heard was a word.       
Rarely if ever stumbled during the presentation (“um”, “ok”, “ya”, Blah, blah, blah or other stumble).     
Little or no reading shows strong evidence of rehearsal.       
Excellent pacing.  Words spoken per minute was appropriate.     
Went ‘off script’ as appropriate given audience reaction.      
Handled audience questions during presentation immediately.     
Clear and confident voice with appropriate volume and emotion.       
Solid eye contact.     

Impact: 4 3 2 1 

Key measure:  
Differentiated. A unique moment that made the audience take notice:  
Examples:  “Cool!”, “I should have thought of that”. 

    

Key measure: 
Made one or more meaningful links to our course that added credibility to the presentation. 

    

Acted professionally and took the project seriously.     
Posture/body language supported presentation.     

Wrapup: 4 3 2 1 

During questions, they were able to bring up the relevant slide.     
Powerful closing statement.  Something other than ‘thanks for your time’.     
During post presentation questions the presenter showed. 
 1. Respect for the questioner and created an atmosphere that encouraged questions. 
 2. Rephrased the question if necessary and ensured understanding. 
 3. Was up front when an answer was not prepared or required more research to answer.   

    

Administration:  4 3 2 1 

All ‘disasters’ managed.     
Print of overheads [3 per page] at least 24 hours prior to the start of the presentation.  Not email; print.     
Printed script “Good morning Ladies and Gentlemen….” included in print to Teacher at least 24 hours prior to the presentation.     

 

 Comments on back:  


